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P IKE are opportunistic predators, 
picking off the sick, the weak and 
the lame in any shoal of fish.

There are a number of ways for the 
angler to mimic these ailing fish in a bid to 
catch the attention of any predators prowling 
nearby. Perhaps the most common is to use a 
lure of some sort, but arguably the simplest 
of the lot is to use a freelined ‘wobbled’ 
deadbait, fished in a series of intermittent, 
stop-start retrieves.

As well as being simple to set up and easy 
to master, wobbling is a deadly method for 
picking off these toothy tyrants of the deep.
The enticing flutter and distinct rolling action 
produced by a wobbled deadbait is often just 
too much for them to resist. 

One angler who’s a huge fan of the tactic 
is Dean Brook. He has a pike personal best of 
30lb 3oz and no fewer than 130 fish over 20lb 
to his name, many of which have fallen to the 
method. To get the lowdown from Dean, we 
joined him on the banks of Yorkshire’s River 
Wharfe at Easedyke, near Tadcaster.

What is wobbling?
In its simplest form, wobbling involves 
mounting a deadbait headfirst on a standard 
two treble-hook wire trace, then casting it out 
into the swim.

Once the bait has hit the bottom, it is then 
slowly wound back to the bank in a series 
of stop-start movements so that the bait 
mimics a wounded or dying fish.

Although a very simple approach to pike 
fishing and a tactic that has been almost 
forgotten somewhere in the mists of time, in 
the right conditions it is hugely effective.

Furthermore, wobbling has several 
advantages over lure fishing. For example, 
once a lure has been cast out, you need to 
start the retrieve almost immediately to give 

Wobbling for
river pike

Freelining a deadbait for predators is as simple as it gets.
Dean Brook proves that it’s highly effective too...
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it ‘action’. With a wobbled bait, especially in a 
river, you can let the deadbait linger in the spot 
where it landed, hanging in the flow. This often 
prompts a bonus bite.

Secondly, although Dean is the first to 
acknowledge that there are some superb lures 
on the market, the one thing that they can 
never mimic are the natural oils and smells 
emitted by a wobbled deadbait.

“In more than 30 years of pike fishing, I have 
had hardly any pike follow and turn away 
without taking a wobbled bait,” said Dean. 
“Compare this to the number of times a lure 
is followed and refused. If the fish follows a 
wobbled bait but doesn’t take it, I let it flutter 
down to the bottom, and twitch the rod tip. 
This always produces a run.”

With rubber lures, although they are soft 
to the touch, they still do not feel the same 

as flesh to a pike, plus a wobbled deadbait 
imparts a rolling, darting action that very few 
lures can match.

Also, when legering or floatfishing a 
deadbait, you are forced to sit stationary for 
long periods, whereas with a wobbled bait you 
can cover plenty of water. The result is more 
pike on the bank.

“When I’m wobbling, I can walk miles in a day. 
It is a great way to learn the river as well as 
finding where the fish like to lay up,” said Dean.

“Even on the odd occasion that a pike follows 
but turns away, you can take note of the swim, 
and try that same area next time, safe in the 
knowledge that it’s a spot they favour.

“When faced with a new venue, a wobbled 
deadbait is by far the most effective way of 
doing your location homework,” he added.

“The perch boys do it all the time, looking for 

How to correctly mount a 
deadbait for wobbling 

Take the top treble on the trace and pass 
it through the fish’s top and bottom lips

Pull the trace tight and then secure the 
bottom treble into the deadbait’s flank

The finished article. Note the slight kink in 
the bait’s body – this aids presentation
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Hooking the bait so 
that it has a slight 
kink in it helps to 
make it ‘roll and 
twist’ on the retrieve

Hooking the bait 
through the lips 
and head help 
it withstand the 
pressure of casting

By stopping the 
retrieve and then 
allowing the bait to 
flutter back down 
to the bottom you 
can perfectly mimic 
an ailing prey fish

Altering the speed 
of the retrieve can 
often provoke a 
pike into striking 
at the hookbait 

HoW To ‘Wobble’ a deadbaiT

follows, then going back later with lobworms 
or prawns as hookbaits.”

The final distinct advantage of wobbling is 
that it allows you to ‘match the hatch’. On a 
water where trout dominate, fish a wobbled 
trout; on predominantly silverfish waters, 
use a small roach, or where there are a lot of 
grayling, a wobbled smelt is well worth a try.

Tackle for the task in hand
For a day’s wobbling, Dean uses either a light 
pike rod or a carp rod. His first choice would 
be an 11ft rod with a 2.5lb test curve and a 
forgiving through action. This latter quality 
prevents the bait from coming off on the cast, 
while the rod’s lightness enables you to hold 
and cast the rig all day, without your arms and 
back being put under too much strain.

When it comes to mainline, Dean likes to use 

braid. Its inherent lack of stretch means the 
action of the bait is ‘telegraphed’ up the line, 
plus it’s also easier to cast because it’s far 
thinner than monofilament. 

His choice of trace is a 24-inch length of 20lb 
wire, with a pair of size 4 trebles – large hooks 
that grip the bait better and keep it securely 
attached during the cast.

At the top of the trace, he squeezes on a 
pair of swan shot (three in fast flows). These 
help the bait to sink and amplify the fluttering 
motion of the bait.

Wobbling away
Once he’s cast out, Dean will ‘count’ the bait 
down until it hits the deck, then wind it back in 
with a series of short bursts. If the bait hits the 
deck on a count of six, he will start his retrieve 
after a count of five on the next cast so that he 

is wobbling the bait just off the deck, where 
the pike often like to sit.

“Sometimes I fish it back in a series of hops, 
letting the bait hit the deck every time, but this 
is usually only when it is really cold and the 
fish are not really in much of a chasing mood,” 
Dean said.

And just to prove that his theory works well 
in practice, Dean went on to land a fighting 
fit double-figure pike for the cameras on a 
freezing cold winter’s day when the 
static anglers would have struggled.

Dean is a fan of braided mainline as it amplifies 
what’s going on underwater and is easier to cast


